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Abstract 
In this paper we find the number of free generating sets with q elements for free algebras 
in the varieties of Boolean algebras, three-valued Iukasiewicz algebras, (0,l )-distributive lattices 
and De Morgan algebras. For the varieties of Boolean algebras, three-valued Iukasiewicz 
algebras and Post algebras we also provide an explicit construction of a finite free generating 
set. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Preliminaries and notation 
In this section we introduce the notation and collect the technicalities we will need 
in the rest of the paper. 
If X is a finite set with n elements, we write N[X] = n. 
Let (L, A, V, 0) be a lattice with least element 0. For X G L and N[X] = t, we define: 
so(X) = {O}, s1(X)=x, 
sj(X)={V_Y:yEY, Y&X,N[Y]=j}, l<j<t, 
S(X) = I,) Sj(X). 
j=O 
For x E L, F(x) = {y EL: x d y} and Z(x) = {.z E L: z Gx} are, respectively, a filter and 
an ideal of L. 
An algebra (B, {ft}rE~) will be simply denoted by B, for short. In these notes, unless 
otherwise specified, we only deal with non trivial finite algebras. If B is a Boolean 
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algebra, d(B) is the set of all atoms in B. If x E B, x # 0, and d(x) = {u E J-~(B): 
a GX}, then it is well known that x = V{a: a E d(x)}. 
Lemma 1.1. If B is a jnite non-trivial Boolean algebra and s/(B) = {ao, al,. . . , us}, 
then: 
(1) B\F(a) =I(+) for every a E d(B). 
(2) F(x)nF(y)=F(xvy)f0r x,y~B. 
(3) Z(x) n z(y) = Z(x A y ) for x, y E B. 
(4) Zf {V, W} is a bipurtition of the set (0, 1,. . . ,s}, then n,,,F(a,)n flwEW 
Proof. Properties (l)-(3) are well known. Since {V, W} is a bipartition of (0, 1,. . . ,s}, 
it follows that (i) - VwER a, = VvEY a,. By successive application of (2) and (l), (3) 
and (i) we can write 
n F(a.)nW~W(B\W) =F 
OEV 
=F (&G) nz (-Jwaw) 
Let N be the set of all natural numbers and H the set of all integer numbers. For 
q E N, C, denotes the set (0, 1,. . . ,q - 1) c i2 with the order induced from H. C, is a 
distributive lattice, and Cz is a Boolean algebra, which will be denoted 2. 
If B is a finite non trivial Boolean algebra, let BCq be the Boolean algebra of all fimc- 
tions from C, into B. If fczBCq, f=(f&fi,...,&-l), where J;:=f(i)cB, iECq. 
The operations of meet, join and negation in Bcq are defined coordinate wise, and 
the functions 0 and 1 defined by O(i) = 0 E B and l(i) = 1 E B, for every i, are 
the least and greatest elements, respectively. The atoms of BCq are the functions 
defined by 
aed if i=io, 
if ifio. 
Thus N[d(BC9] = N[C,] x N[d(B)] = q x NC&(B)]. 
Let JYq)={(bo,bl,..., b,_l): biE {O,l}EB, O<iGq - 1). P(q) is a Boolean 
algebra isomorphic to 2c9 and N[d(P(q))] = q. 
Forx,yEB,letx+y=(-xAy)V(xr\-y).Itisclearthatx+O=xandx+l=-x. 
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If G={g1,a,..., gq) SB and b E%), q,(G), or simply mb, denotes the 
element 
i&,(gi + h-1 1. 
Observe that either gi + bi_i = gi or gi + bi_i = -gi. 
Remark 1.1. For b E Z’(q), the sets Qc(b) = {h E C,: bh = 0) and Ql(b) = C,\Qo(b), 
are such that if N[Qo(b)] =k, O<k<q, then N[Ql(b)] = q - k. Observe that if 
Qo(b) = 8 then b = 1, so mb = r\y=, -gi. If Ql(b) = 8 then b = 0 and mb = AT=, gi. If 
Qo(b) # 0 and Ql(b) # 8, th en mb = /\{gi: i E Qo(b)} A A{-gi: i E Ql(b)}. 
Let m(G) = {mb: b E Z’(q)}. Since N[P(q)] =2q, it follows that N[m(G)] <2q. 
Lemma 1.2. (1) Zfb,cEP(q) and b#c, then mbAmc=O. 
(2) v{mb: b E P(q)} = 1. 
(3) Vb,cERq), b# c and mb<mc then Mb =O [13]. 
If G is a subset of the Boolean algebra B, BS(G) denotes the Boolean subalgebra of 
B generated by G. It is clear that BS(0) = (0, 1). 
Lemma 1.3. Zf G is a subset with q elements of a Boolean algebra B, then 
(a) BS(G) = s(m(G)). 
(b) 4BS(G)) = { mb: mbEm(G),mb#O}. 
So N[&(BS(G))] <N[m(G)] ~2’4 and therefore N[BS(G)] <2*‘. 
Remark 1.2. If B is a Boolean algebra with a free generating set G = {gi, g2,. . . , gq}, 
then mb # 0, for every mb E m(G), since B has 2q atoms. 
Lemma 1.4. Zf B is a Boolean algebra and G = {gl,gz,. . .,gq} C B, then BS(G)= 
BS(m(G)). 
2. Finite free algebras 
Let X be a class of algebras such that there exists and is finite the algebra 
9 = 9x(q) with a set G of free generators, N[G] = q. Let Aut(9) be the set of all 
automorphisms of 9. If X is a subset of an algebra A E X, S(X) denotes the sub- 
algebra of A generated by X. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf A, A’ are algebras, h :A + A’ is a homomorphism, G c A such that 
S(G) = A, then S(h( G)) = h(A). 
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Lemma 2.2. If a E Aut(%), then a(G) is a free generating set of %. 
Proof. Since a is a bijection, a(G) is a q-element set. Moreover, from Lemma 2.1, 
% = cc(%) = S(a(G)), so U(G) is a generating set of %. 
For an algebra X in X and a function f from a(G) into X, s = f o c1 is a fimc- 
tion from G into X. So there exists a unique homomorphism H, : % +X, such that 
H,(g) = s(g), for all g E G. 
Since a-l taut, it follows that H, o tl-’ is a homomorphism from % into X 
such that (Hs 0 a-l )(Q)) =%(a-‘(u(g))) = K(g) = s(g) = (f 0 a)(g) = f (a(g)), for 
all g E G and therefore a(G) is a free generating set for %. •i 
Lemma 2.3. If Y is a q-element subset of 8, such that S(Y) = %, then Y is a free 
generating set for % and there exists tl E Aut(%) such that u(Y) = G. 
Proof. From the hypothesis there exists a bijection f : G -+ Y, so there exists a unique 
homomorphism Hf : % + % such that Hf(g) = f(g), for all g E G. 
Since Hf(%) = S(Hf(G)) = S( f (G)) = S(Y) = 9, it follows that Hf is a surjective 
function, and since % is finite, it is bijective, then Hf E Aut(%) and Hf(G) = Y, thus 
from Lemma 2.2, Y is a free generating set for 9. Moreover c1= HF’ E Aut(%) and 
cc(Y)=H;‘(Y)=f-‘(Y)=G. 0 
Consider now 
a(G) = {a(G): c1 E Aut(%)} 
and 
v(q)={V: V&S, N[V]=q and S(V)=%}. 
From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have 
g(G) = v(q). 
Let “Y(q) = {VI, V2,. . . , Vj.} and Wi={agAut(%): a(G)=K}, l<i<r. 
For E E Y(q), 1~ i<r, there exist q! bijective functions from G -+ 6, and therefore 
q! automorphisms ai of % such that ai = fi. 
Now, every bijective function f : G + Vi can be extended to an automorphism Hf 
of 9, and if fi, f2 are different bijections from G onto Vi, then Hh, Hf E Aut(%) are 
also different. Moreover, if a E Wi then f, the restriction of c1 to G, is a bijection from 
G onto vi and Hf = u. Then 
N[ Wi] = q!. 
Observe that { Wi: 1 < i<r} is a partition of the set Aut(%). Indeed, all the sub- 
sets Wi are non empty. If a E Wi n Wj, where i #j, 1 < i, j <r, then 6 = Vj, with 
i #j, a contradiction. Since Wi c Aut(%), 1 <idr, it follows that UI=, Wi E Aut(%). 
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If c1 E Aut(_P), then cr(G) is a q-element subset of 9 such that S(cl(G)) =Y, so 
a(G) = I’i, for some i, 1 <i <r. Then Aut(9) C Ui=, W;. 
Then we have 
r ?. 
N[Aut(B)] = C N[ lVi] = C q! = r.q! 
i=l i=l 
and therefore 
Theorem 2.1. The number of free generating sets for 9 = Fj(q) is 
r= 
N[Aut(F)] 
q! * 
3. Free Boolean algebras 
We write FB(q) for the Boolean algebra with a set G of free generators such that 
N[G] = q, and Aut(FB(q)) for the set of all automorphisms of FB(q). 
It is well known that N[Aut(FB(q))] = (24)!, so the number of free generating subsets 
for FB(q) is 
(2Q)! 
q! . 
In this section we provide a construction of a free generating set for FB(q). In [2, 
Theorem 111.71, [ll] or [4, p. 1761, constructions of FB(q) and a free generating set 
for FB(q) are given, but our method is different. 
Every element x E Czr can be written as x = cTz,i xi. 2’, where xi E (0, 1) C Z. For 
x, y E CZ,, we define: 
V--l 
x n y = C (min{xi, yi}) .2', 
i=O 
NX=(2q-l)-x. 
q-1 
xUy= C (maX{Xi,yi}).2’, 
i=O 
If f E 2’q, then 
q-1 
n,(f) = c fi. 2’9 
i=O 
defines a bijective function from 2’q into Cz4. Observe that 
nq(O) = 0, n,(l)=24 - 1, 
q-1 
n,(f A h) = iFo (minLL hi]). 2’ = n,(f) fl n,(h), 
q--l 
nq(fvh)= C ( IllaX{fi, hi}). 2’ = n,(f) LJ H,(h). 
i=O 
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Moreover, if f E 2’q the coordinates of the Boolean complement f’ of f verify 
fi+J;I=1, so 
nq(f) + nq(f’) = ;$;A .2’ + $-:. 2’ = 52i = 24 - 1, 
i=o 
and therefore 
nqff”=(2q - 1) - nq(f)=mn,(f)9 
hence (Cz,, I-I, U, N ,O, 24 - 1) is a Boolean algebra isomorphic to (2’q, A, V, -, 0,l). 
This new order relation on C2, will be denoted by C, that is: for X, y E Czq, x E y if 
and only if Xi < yi, for all i, 0 <i <q - 1. Since we have two different order relations 
defined on the set Czq, namely < and C, to avoid excessive notation we shall adopt the 
convention that the order referred to is < unless explicity stated otherwise. Observe 
that x 5 y implies that x < y, but the converse does not hold. 
The atoms of (Czq,C) are the elements of the form 2’, O<i<q - 1. 
The Boolean algebra F(q) = 2 c2q of all functions from Czq into 2, has 24 atoms, 
and hence it is the Boolean algebra with q free generators. 
Consider the following elements in 9(q). For x E (Czq, C), 
{ 
1 if x E&P’), 
gi(X) = 
0 if x $F(2’-I), 
1 <iQq, 
where F(2’-‘) = {JJ E C2q: 2’-’ 5 y}. 
Theorem 3.1. The set G = {gi: 1 <i<q} is a free generating set for F(q). 
Proof. Using the results stated above it is not difficult to prove that m(G) = &(9(q)), 
so from Lemma 1.4, BS(G) = F(q), and since N[G] = q, G is a free generating set 
for F(q). Another way to prove this Theorem using Birkhoff’s results [2] is by 
establishing a bijection between the set of generators indicated by this author and 
the set G. 0 
4. Free three-valued hkasiewicz algebras 
In this section we find the number of free generating sets of the three-valued 
Lukasiewicz algebra with q free generators. We also exhibit an explicit free gener- 
ating set for that algebra. 
For a three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra L, Aut(L) denotes the set of all automor- 
phisms of L, and B(L) denotes the set of Boolean elements in L, i.e the set of 
all elements x EL such that Vx = Ax =x. We write 9 = FL(q) for the three-valued 
Lukasiewicz algebra with q free generators. 
An axis in a three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra is an element e of L verifying the 
properties: (El) de = 0 and (E2) Vx< Ax V Ve, for all n in L, [8,9,12]. Observe that 
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(E2) is equivalent to x < Ax v Ve, for all x in L. In addition x = (Ax V e) A Vx for all 
XEL, [12]. 
Monteiro, [ 1 l] in an unpublished work, proved that 9 is isomorphic to the algebra 
22’ x 33’-2y, and then it follows that B(9) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 23’. 
In particular, Y is finite, and consequently, 9 has an axis e. In fact, in [5] Cignoli 
determined the free n-valued Iukasiewicz algebra with q generators, for arbitrary n. 
Cignoli’s results were explicitly specialized to the case n = 3 in the monograph [3]. (In 
this monograph the term Cukasiewicz-Moisil algebra instead of Lukasiewicz algebra 
is suggested.) 
Lemma 4.1. Zf L is a three-valued tukasiewicz algebra with axis e, then there exists 
a one-to-one map from the set Aut(L) onto the set F of all Boolean automorphisms 
/? of B(L) such that P(Ve) = Ve. 
Proof. If a EARN then a(e)=e, and then a(Ve)= Va(e)= Ve. It is clear that 
p = alBCL) E F. Conversely, for fi E F, we define for every x EL: 
a(x) = (/I?( Ax) V e) A b( Ox). 
It is to be shown that a is an automorphism. 
If b E B(L) then (i) a(b)=(fi(b)Ve)Aj?(b)=j?(b), that is, aIscL) =b. Since jI(Ax), 
/?(Vx) E B(L) it follows that (ii) da(x) = @(Ax) V de) A fi(Vx) = fl(Ax) A /?(Vx) = 
P(Ax) = a(Ax), and taking into account (E2), (iii) Va(x) =(j?(Ax) V Ve) A 
~(Vx)=(~(Ax)V~(Ve))A~(Vx)=~((AxVVe)AVx)=~(Vx)=a(Vx). By (ii), 
Aa( ox) = &A ox) = /?(- Vx) = N I = N Va(x) = A N a(x). Likewise, using (iii), 
Va( N x) = V - a(x), and, consequently, (iv) a(Nx) = N a(x). 
Aa(xAy) = ~(A(xA~)) = ~(AxAA~) = /I(AX = Aa(x)AAa(y) = A(a(x)A 
a(y)), and similarly Va(x A y) = V(a(x) A a(y)), hence, by the determination principle, 
(v) a(xA y)= a( a(y). From (iii), (iv) and (v) it follows that a is a homomor- 
phism. 
If a(x) = a(y) for x, y EL, then /3(Ax) = da(x) = Aa = j?(Ay). Since /3 is injec- 
tive it follows that Ax = Ay. Similarly Vx = Vy, hence x = y. So a is injective. Given 
x EL, as Ax, Vx E B(L) and B is onto, Ax = j(a), Vx =/3(b) for some a, b E B(L). As 
/3(a) <j?(b) and /I is a Boolean automorphism we have a,< b, so by (ii) we have 
Aa((aVe)Ab)=~(A((aVe)Ab))=~((AaVAe)AAb)=~(aAb)=~(a)=Ax. Sim- 
ilarly, Va((a V e) A b) = /?(V((a V e) A b)) = B((Va V Ve) A Vb) = fi((a V Ve) A b) = 
(/?(a)V/?(Ve))A&b)=(AxVVe)AVx=Vx. Therefore a((aVe)Ab)=x. So we have 
proved that a E Aut(L). 
Let al, a2 E Aut(L), a1 # a2. Then there exists x0 EL such that a1 (x0) # az(xg). So 
either Aal # Aaz(xo) or Vat(xo) # Va2(xo), that is, either al(Axo) # a2(Axo) or 
al(Vxg) # az(Vxo), and since Axo, VXO E B(L) it follows that a1 [e(L) # a21ECt). ??
In particular, if L is finite, N[Aut(L)] =N[F]. 
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Corollary 4.1. The number of free generating sets for 8 is 
(34 - 24)! 24! 
q! . 
Proof. In [12], Monteiro proved that N[{a E d(B(L)): a GVe}] = 34 - 2q, so N[F] = 
(3q - 24)! 24!. Then from the above lemma, N[Aut(P’)] = (34 - 24)! 2q!. The result 
follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Now we will show an explicit free generating set for 9’. 
Let 3 = (0, 1,2} be the 3-element centered Lukasiewicz algebra: 0 < 1 < 2, N 0 = 2, 
-l=l, Vl=V2=2 and VO=O. If qEN, every element XECsr can be written as 
X= Cyc:xi.3’, where O<Xi<2. 
If x, y E Cs,, then 
x=q$iXi.3i, 
i=o 
q-1 
y= C yi.3’. 
i=o 
We define 
q-1 
xfly = zFo (min{Xi,Yi})-3’, 
q-1 
X U Y = C (maX{xi, yi}) * 3’ 
i=O 
q-1 
%Xx=(34 - 1) -x, VX = C VXi ’ 3’. 
i=O 
The set 3=q of all functions from C, into 3, is a three-valued tukasiewicz algebra with 
the operations defined coordinate wise. 
If f E 3cq then f = (fo, fl ,..., fq-l), where f;:=f(i), O<i<q - 1. Define 
n4 * .3’4 + C3r, as follows: 
q-1 
nq(f) = Ch. 3’. 
i=o 
It is easy to see that nq is an isomorphism. So (Cs4, n, U, Z, V, 0,34 - 1) is a three- 
valued Lukasiewicz algebra isomorphic to 3 ‘q. The order relation in Csq is given by: 
xcy if and only if Xi<yi, for all i, O<i<q - 1. 
Moreover, x E B(Csr ) if and only if Ox =x, i.e., 
q--l 
V ,zXie3’ 
q-1 (. ). = ,s VXi ’ 3’ = ‘ZXi ’ 3’, i=O 
which is equivalent to saying that VXi = Xi, for all i, 0 <i <q - 1, i.e., Xi = 0 or Xi = 2, 
for all i, O<i<q - 1. 
If R(q) = CsB \B( CS~ ) 7 then 3R(q) is a centered three-valued tukasiewicz algebra. 
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Consider the elements ti E 3R(g), 1 < i <q, defined by 
i 
0 if xEZ(z V3’-‘), 
ti(x) = 1 if X E [3’-‘, W 3’-‘I, X ER(q), 
2 if xEF(V3’-‘), 
i.e., ifx=(xs, xi ,..., xq_i)ER(q) then ti(x)=xi-1, l<i<q. 
Note that 3R(q) and 33v-24 are isomorphic because N[R(q)] = 34 - 24. 
Lemma 4.2. T= {ti,t2 ,..., t,} is a generating set for 3R(q). 
Proof. Given b E R(q), then b = Cyzi bi .3’, where bi E (0, 1,2}, and there exists at 
least a j, 0 <j <q - 1, such that bj = 1, because otherwise b E B(C3q ). 
Let Zj(b)= {i : O<i<q-1, bi =j}, O<j<2. Observe that Zl(b)#@, for all bER(q). 
Let Mb = r\jElo(b) Atj+l A l\hEl,(b)(th+l A - th+l) A Akg,*(b) A Ntk+l. Tb Mb E 3R(q)v 
for every b E R(q). 
If b E R(q), Mb(x) E (0, l}, for all x E R(q), Since if Mb(X) = 2 for some x E R(q), 
then in particular, l\hE1,(b)(th+l A N th+l) = 2, SO th+,(X)l\ - tb+l(X) = 2, for all h E II(b), 
x E R(q), that is, th+i (x) = N th+l (x) = 2, a contradiction. 
If x E R(q), since l\jE,o(b) LItj+l (x), r\kE12cbj d N tk+l (x) E {f&2}, it follows that the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Mb(x) = 1. 
cii) A\jElo(b) Atj+l(X)=2, AkEh(b) A -tk+l(X)=z and AhEl,&h+l(X)A -th+l(X))= 1. 
(iii) tj+l(x)=2 for all j~Zo(b), tk+l(x)=O for all k EZz(b) and th+l(x)= 1 for all 
h E II(b). 
(iv) 2.3j=V3iExforalljEZo(b), ~cwV3~=z2.3~forallk~Z2(b)and1.3~& 
x[7=3’ for all hEZl(b). 
(v) Xj = 2 for all j E lo(b), xk = 0 for all k E 12(b) and xh = 1 for all h E II(~). 
(vi) x = ~b. 
Then 
( 
1 forx=%b, 
Mb(x) = 
0 forx#zb, 
and therefore 
( 
2 for x=zb, 
vMb(X) = 
0 for x#=b. 
The set 9 of all join-irreducible elements of 3R(q) consists of the elements 
i 
1 for x=x0 2 for x =x0, 
p(x) = and T(X)= x0 E R(q), 
0 for x#xo 0 for x #x0, 
so ~={~b,~~b}b~~(~)~~~({tl,t2,...,t~}). 
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Therefore SU{tl, t2,. . . , t,}) = 3R(q), i.e., {ti, t2,. . . , tq}, is a generating set of 
3R(q). 0 
Let G* = {gi: 1 <i <q} be a free generating set of the Boolean algebra with q free 
generators 22q, and _~?=2~’ x 3R(q). 
Theorem 4.1. G = {(Sip ti): gi E G*, ti E T, 1 <i <q} is a free generating set for 9. 
Proof. We will show that SL(G) contains the join-irreducible elements of Y, and as 
an immediate consequence it will follow that ,X(G) = Y. Indeed, the join-irreducible 
elements of 9 are either of the form (O,kfb), (0, v&), b E R(q) or of the form (m,, 0), 
where m,= /\icIgi Al\ZcJ-gZ, and Z,Jc{1,2,...,q}=Q, ZnJ=0 and ZUJ=Q. 
We have seen that It(b)= {k: O<k<q- l,bk = 1) #0 for all b ER(q), i.e., (*) there 
exists k E II(b), such that tk+l (b) = 1 and therefore A N tk+l(b)=O= Atk+l(b). If Z=0 
then J=Q, thus, by (*), /j$ A -(gi,tj)=(/jJzl ~gj,/\& A -ti)=(m,,0)~SL(G). 
If J=8 then Z=Q, thus, by (*) /\L, d(gi,ti)=(//y=i gi,/\f=t dti)=(mc,O)E 
&5(G). If Z #S and J # 8 let A= AiEI Ati A AjEJ A N tj SO by (*) it follows 
that 
A(b)</\Ati(b)<Atk+l(b)=O or A(b)< /\A~tj(b)~A~tk+l(b)=O, 
iEI jCJ 
AA(gi,ri)A,~JA-_(gj,tj) =C,$S~ A,$JNgjs AAti Aj$JA-tj) 
iEI iEI 
= (m,, 0) E SL(G). 
On the other hand 
A A A N(~k+l,tk+~) 
kEh@) 
= 
( 
jE$cbylv A Atj+l AjEMb) I( 
hEflcb)(gh+l A -gr+l)sAb)(lh+l A Nh+~) I 1 
A 
( 
kctcbj - gk+l, A A -'tk+l 
kEMb) ) 
= 0, A Atj+l A A (th+l A "th+l)A A A~tk+l =(&Mb), 
iEb(b) hEA kEIz(b) 
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then (O,&) E SL(G) and therefore 
(o,vi&) = v(o,kfb) E SL(G). 
Thus SL(G)= 64. Cl 
With the same technique used above, it is easy to see that if q EN then 3c3q is the 
three-valued Post algebra with q free generators and that 
0 for xEZ(= 3’-‘), 
1 for xE[3’-‘,=3’-‘1, _xEC~~ 
2 for x E F(3’-I), 
are free generators of 3c3q. 
5. Free (0,l)diatributive lattices 
In this section, F = FD(q) denotes the (0,l )-distributive lattice over a free generating 
set with q elements, and P = P(F) stands for the poset of all join-irreducible elements 
of F. It is well known that FD(q) consists of all distributive-lattice functions in q 
variables, 0 and 1 included, [7, Theorem II.2.11. A different construction of FD(q) was 
indicated by Monteiro in [lo]. 
Lemma 5.1. There exists a one-to-one and onto map from the set L-Aut(F) of all 
(0, l)-lattice automorphisms of F into the set 0-Aut(P) of all order automorphisms 
of P. 
Proof. Let f E 0-Aut(P) and define, for x E F, 
0 for x = 0, 
Ef(x) = 
V{f(p): pEP,pGx} for x#O. 
It can be easily proved that Ef is an order isomorphism of F and then Es E L-Aut(F). 
Moreover, Ef(p) = f (p), f or every pE P. If fl, f2 E 0-Aut(P), fl # f2, then there 
exists P’EP such that fi(p’)#fAp’) and since Eh(p)=fl(p), Eh(p)= f2(p), for 
every p E P, it follows that EA # Eh. 
Let a E L-Aut(F) and f = alp. It is not difficult to see that f E 0-Aut(P). In addi- 
tion, EJ = a. Indeed, Ef(O) = 0 = a(0) and if x # 0 then a(x) = a(V{p: p E P, p GX}) = 
V{NP>: PEP,PGx}= V{f(p): PEP,P<~}=E~(x). •I 
188 L.F. 
It is well known 
[7,101 and that 
N[B-Aut@q)] = q!. 
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that P is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra with q atoms 2cq, 
0-Aut(2’q) = B-Aut(2’4). So N[L-Aut(F)] =N[O-Aut(P)] = 
Therefore 
Lemma 5.2. The number of free generating sets of F is 
W-WF)I = @ = 1 
q! q! * 
That is, the free generating set for FD(q) is unique. In [l, p. 891, another method for 
proving this result is indicated. 
6. Free De Morgan algebras 
A4 = FM(q) denotes the De Morgan algebra with a q-element set of free generators, 
and M-Aut(M) stands for the set of all automorphisms of M. If G is a q-element set 
of free generators of M, we will denote M = FM(G). 
It is well known that FM(G) N FD(G U - G). ([ 1, Theorem XI.4.31, see 
also [lo]). 
Lemma 6.1. The number of free generating sets for FM(q) is 2q. 
Proof. To each X E G we are going to associate a free generating set Y with q 
elements, in the following way: for X C G consider Y =X U N (G\X). Then FM(Y) = 
FD( Y U N Y). Since N (A U B) = N A U - B, it follows that Y U N Y =X U N (G\X) U 
-(XU-(G\X))=Xu-(G\X)U -Xu(G\X)=Xu(G\X)u-XU -(G\X)= 
Gu-(Xu(G\X))=Gu-G. So FM(Y)=FM(Xu-(G\X))=FD(GuwG)= 
FM(G). As N[Y] = q, by Lemma 2.3 Y is a free generating set of FM(G). 
Note that: (*) If X C G then X fl -X = 0. Indeed the existence of x1,x2 EX such 
that xi =-x2 contradicts the fact that x1,x2 belongs to a set of free generators (If A 
is a De Morgan algebra and f :X + A is such that f (xl ) # N f(x2) then f cannot be 
extended to a homomorphism). 
Moreover, if Xi ,X2 G G and Xi #X2 then from (*) it follows that Yi = Xl U N (G\Xi ) 
#X,U-(G\X2)=Y2. 
Now, suppose that Y is a free generating set of M, with q elements, so Y II N Y = 0. 
ThenFD(GUNG)=M=FM(Y)=FD(YUNY)andthereforebyLemma5.2 GU-G 
=YU~Y;consequently,(i)(YnG)U(Yn~G)=Yn(GU~G)=Y.Since~(AnB) 
=-An-B, it follows that (ii) w(Yn-G)U(YnG)=(-YnG)U(YnG)= 
(NYUY)nG=(-GUG) nG=G, and (iii) N(Yn-G)n(YnG)=(-YnG)n 
(Y n G) = - Y n Y n G = 0 n G = 0. From (ii) and (iii) it follows that N (Y n N G) = G 
\(Y n G), then (iv) Y n N G = N (G\(Y n G)). Then, using (i) and (iv), the subset 
X=YnG of G verifies xUw(G\X)=(YnG)U-(G\(YnG))=(YnG)U 
(Yn-G)=Y. 0 
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Corollary 6.2. 
N[M-Aut(FM(q))] = 2q . q! 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma and Theorem 2.1. cl 
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